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So Long, ISVs

Don't worry, I'm not going to launch 
into a tirade against Computer

Associates for acquiring yet another industry
mainstay, in the shape of Sterling Software.
CA has a thick skin when it comes to such
issues, and besides, it's certainly not the
only aggressive company around. I only
have to glance out my office window, into
the global HQ of Vodafone-Airtouch-
Mannesmann-Uncle-Tom-Cobley-and-all
across the road, to be reminded that growth
by acquisition is very much a fact of life.
Moreover, the latest CA target, Sterling, is
a sizeable piranha in its own right: It has
well over 30 acquisitions to its name. I
wholeheartedly agree with Charles Wang's
statement that Sterling and CA "share
common values and have compatible strate-
gies and track records of achievement."
They both live by the motto, "if you can
afford it, buy it."

But there I go again. I promised ... no tirade.
The line up and focus of mainframe

management tools vendors has understand-
ably changed in recent years —- the market,
though still healthy, has definitely stabilized,
and the best prospects belong to small
specialist vendors with expertise in the
heterogeneous world of cross-platform
solutions. Often, as we know, these smaller
players are acquired by larger companies,
aiming to create a best-of-breed product set
(hence the take over of mainframe network-
ing company Interlink by Sterling, or Boole
& Babbage by BMC, or storage management
specialist Softworks by EMC). Pulling
together a group of niche products into a
more functional and cohesive offering is
laudable enough; but when larger vendors
disappear in the general round of mergers
and acquisitions, it clearly affects customer
choice. Sterling, after all, has been one of
the few vendors of late offering a really

viable enterprise-wide management platform
that doesn't involve commitment to one of
the "'big frameworks."

Looking around at the more established
enterprise-level ISVs (Independent Software
Vendors), there is little doubt that the market-
place is shrinking. Candle remains staunchly
independent, even if it is specializing more
in messaging products; BMC, itself no
stranger to take overs, is still independent,
too. There are others, of course, but relatively
few names spring to mind. Some simply
change direction: Macro 4, one of the few
UK-based veterans of the enterprise man-
agement environment, recently announced
its intention to re-focus on business-to-
business Internet applications because, in
the words of the London Financial Times,
mainframe performance is no longer "con-
sidered an exciting niche." I'm sure we can
all sympathize with that — tuning S/390
systems sure isn't as exciting as managing
PC performance these days, thank goodness!

My real concern is that we are in danger
of losing product diversity in the ISV sector.
Looking back over my last few columns,
I've mentioned several trends in the enter-
prise software industry — "coopertition"
between vendors, the increasing trend to
bundle software products as part of a broader
service offering, and acquisition of one
player by another. All of these developments

ostensibly make life easier for customers
and reduce the level of complexity they
face. This is fine for those users who want
to distance themselves from the technicalities
of system support, and it also opens up
many opportunities for vendors to sell more
deeply into the SME market. But, for those
customers with large home-grown installa-
tions (who need direct contact with the
suppliers, who are accustomed to providing
input for future product releases, who want
to negotiate on licensing and cost, and who
need to select individual management tools
to suit their specific requirements) product
choice is essential. Successful price
negotiation in particular depends on the
presence of healthy competition.

Each year, Xephon conducts an analysis
of the IS vendors deemed by our customers
to be most important to their business.
Users are free to nominate as many suppli-
ers as they like; however, this year's analy-
sis shows that fewer suppliers are attracting
far more of the votes. More power is con-
centrated in fewer hands. And sadly, in the
current frenzy of mergers and acquisitions,
we expect this trend to continue...
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Alas poor Legent,
Platinum, Sterling... I
knew them, Horatio.
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